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Eli Noam, Columbia University, Director of Research Program
Telecommunications and Information Policy

Professor Noam's presentation was based largely on the
chapter "Local Distributiion Monopolies in Cable Television
Telephone Service: The Scope for competition," in his book
Access Pricing and Local Competition.
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He began by citing two important local monopoly issues in
telecommunications today. The first is the local distribution
power of telephone companies in general and of the former Bell
Operating companies (BOCS) in particular. He noted the vigorous
government efforts to break this monopoly power and the resultant
regulatory regime which has arisen after the AT&T decision. The
second is the largely unrestricted control of a cable company
over the channels in its franchise area. The power of
programming, of choosing what is available to viewers is, in
Noam's view, cause for concern. This power constitutes a form of

monopoly which in a democratic society is "potentially damaging."
As long as the cable medium is not designated a common carrier,
the operators are not obligated to carry programs of other
producers and syndicators. The next logical step is for the
cable operators to produce their own shows for distribution in
their own franchise areas. This vertical integration has, in
fact, been occuring thereby tight
operators over the entire medium.
backward into the syndication of

ening the hold of the cable
"Operators are integrating

programming," Noam observed.

He brought up the example of Northern Manhattan to illustrate
this point. The area is a Westinghouse bastion, where Satellite
news Channels and "Showtime," two Westinghouse-owned services,
were shown at the exclusion of other program services. The
vertical nature of the industry conjures the spectre of a
monopoly on programming. By the nature of cable technology,
exclusivity of access is virtually guaranteed.
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actually require two physical trunks.
successful entrant is the multiproduct
on cable revenues.

Another possible
firm not solely dependent

Intermedium competition comes from other video media. Among
these are conventional broadcast media, Direct Broadcast
Satellite (DBS), Satellite Master Antenna Television (SVATV),
Multipoint Distribution Service (MDS), disc and home video.
Professor Noam explained that the non-conventional broadcast-type
Technologies are intended largely for the uncabled pockets of the
country, especially less dense suburban and rural locations.

Direct Broadcast Satellite, though highly touted as the
technology of the future, faces economic and technical
constraints. The number of satellite broadcast channels is
limited owing to the fixed allocation of radio spectrum. Noam
estimated that the total number of DBS channels available in one
service area can never exceed the number of cable channels. The
technology, although a more sophisticated one, does not come
cheaper than cable. It requires an antenna, a descrambler, and a
southern exposure. The mere fact that the cable is eliminated
does not presume a savings in hardware costs. NDS is similar to
DBS in that it uses spectrum and must have special receiving
equipment. Cable has the advantage in number of channels and
two-way capability (which is adaptable for pay-per-view).

He then explored a series of options for avert
companies programming monopoly. The first possibil
designate cable as a comrrmon carrier, thereby separa
operator's distributiion role from its prograrmning
"separations policy" would require the cable operat
access to program suppliers on a non-discriminatory

This new regime would require rate regu
regulation, a cable operator could restrict
channels available to competing program supp
favoritism to preferred program offerings.
operator affects what is shown.
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Instituting rate regulation, Noam warns, also gives the
government the potential tp influence programming. To encourage
the showing of programs which the regulator deems socially
beneficial, it may prescribe lower access rates, thereby
subsidizing certain forms of speech and expression.

A second way to handle the local monopoly problem is public
ownership. The actual physical cable system can be owned by a
local or state authority, which contracts out the operation of
the system to private operators. A public board may decide
programning policy guidelines, or specific prograrmming mixes.
However, Noam considers public ownership inefficient -- limited
by the management skills of "local civil servants."



A third way of handling the problem is to regulate the
programming mix. Vhereas the separations policy and the public
ownership scheme are structural approaches, this approach affects
conduct more directly. This regulatory approach is embodied in
the "must carry" rules. But again, the potential for government
interference in program choice is apparent. It is simple enough
to mandate carriage of existing broadcast stations, but when the
problem of allocating remaining channels among potential program
suppliers arises, governmental guidelines are likely to be too
agressive or too general.

Professor Noam finds none of these policy choices adequate
for ensuring a stable, competitive cable industry. He concluded
his talk by presenting his solution: to permit each telephone
company to provide cable service as a common carrier in its area
of telephone service provided that a well-established cable
company is already operating in that area. Of course, the shift
from telephone transmission (narrow-band) to video transmission
(broadband), would require replacement of regular telephone
wiring by coaxial cable or optical fiber.
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Mr. Shooshan's comments began with an assessment of the
cable deregulation legislation now before the Congress. S. 66 is
a cable deregulation bill which has passed the Senate, and
H.R. 4103 its equivalent in the House is facing debate before the
Energy and Commerce Corrnittee. Mr. Shooshan described these as
"stop gap measures", destined for short term management of the
cable industry. The specific problems he found with the content
of the bills were several:
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diversity of program offerings, is
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no proof of harm exists from not c
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By way of concluding, Mr. Shooshan restated his criticism
that the current legislation is not compatible with the modern
climate of the communications field. These short term measures
will soon become obsolete, necessitating the passage of more
updated legislation. His view of what the cable industry needs
is: relaxation of the "must carry" rule, elimination of access
channels, non-exclusive franchises, clear pre-emption of
programming control, and complete deregulation of rates.

James Mooney, Executive Vice-President, National Cable
Television Association
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Second, cable faces competition from other media. Mr.
Mooney mentioned Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) as a medium
which will compete with cable for urban viewers. It debuted in
Indianapolis in 1983 and is now headed for Washington, DC and
suburban Maryland. Mr. Mooney disagrees here with Nir. Noam that
cable will easily outdistance DBS because of its higher channel
capacity and more reasonable costs. First arrival in a market
has more effect. Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service
(M\IDS) also is challenging cable, and the three major networds



are making a comeback. Mr. Mooney sees the networks responding
to pay channel cable competition by upgrading the quality of
their made-for-TV movies. They know they cannot survive on the
mediocre fare they are used to offering viewers. With cable as
an alternative, the network films must be improved in order to
hold audiences.

1983 saw many changes in cable programming and service
offerings. First, Mr. Mooney mentioned several programming
service failures indicative of the many unknowns in cable
programming economics. Second, advertising revenues of pay
services are lagging behind projections. Third, fees of
satellite-delivered services are going up. All three trends
indicate a falling short of projected operator revenues. The
subscriber response in large urban areas has not been as strong
as expected. Mlooney speculated a lot more capital and time will
have to be invested before quality programming can fill all
channels. He cautioned city regulators and operators not to push
the technology ahead of its time and not to promote enhanced
services without a promising market. The cable industry can
succeed on programming which has experienced a sustained consumer
demand predominantly s
called the "whiz bang"

ports and entertainment.
futuristic services are
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Much of the conment from the audience dealt with the. proper
role of the cities in cable deregulation. Franchising and
content control were felt by some to be the proper scope of local
government. Mr. Mooney countered that the cities are not
chartered to act as regulatory entities and may be operating "in
an extra-legal environment".

Other questions treated the First Amendment rights of the
telephone companies and cablecasters in the new unified cable
market. Mr. Mlooney observed that although the First Amendment
argument is compelling, he believes some liimited content control
arising out of economic regulation is inevitable.


